Abstract. The diffraction grating problem is modeled by a boundary value problem governed by a Helmholtz equation with transparent boundary conditions. An a posteriori error estimate is derived when the truncation of the nonlocal boundary operators takes place. To overcome the difficulty caused by the fact that the truncated Dirichlet-to-Neumann (DtN) mapping does not converge to the original DtN mapping in its operator norm, a duality argument without assuming more regularity than the weak solution is applied. The a posteriori error estimate consists of two parts, the finite element discretization error and the truncation error of boundary operators which decays exponentially with respect to the truncation parameter. Based on the a posteriori error control, a finite element adaptive strategy is established for the diffraction grating problem, such that the truncation parameter is determined through the truncation error and the mesh elements for local refinements are marked through the finite element discretization error. Numerical experiments are presented to illustrate the competitive behavior of the proposed adaptive algorithm. 
numerical approach with combinations of the adaptive finite element method and the perfectly matched layer (PML) technique for the one-dimensional (1D) grating problem. Based on this numerical tool, there also exist lots of results in the literature for the diffractive grating problem; we can refer to Bao, Chen, and Wu [9] , Bao and Wu [13] , Chen and Liu [20] , and Chen and Chen [17] . One of the advantages of this approach is that PML can be used to deal with the difficulty in truncating the unbounded domain. On the other hand, the adaptive finite element method can very efficiently capture the local singularities.
A posteriori error estimates, which measure the actual discrete errors without knowledge of the limit solutions, are of crucial importance in designing algorithms for mesh modifications that equidistribute the computational effort and optimize the computation. The adaptive finite element methods based on the a posteriori error estimates have become a class of important numerical tools for solving differential equations, especially for those which have the physical feature of multiscale phenomenon. Ever since the pioneering work of Babuška and Rheinboldt [5] , this method has received lots of attention and undergone intensive study by many researchers; see, e.g., [28, 29, 35, 24, 27, 9, 16, 21, 18, 19, 20] . For the convergence of adaptive finite element methods, we refer to Morin, Nochetto, and Siebert [29, 30] , Chen and Dai [18] , Dörfler [24] , and Mekchay and Nochetto [26] . Studies on the quasi-optimality of adaptive finite element methods can be found in Cascon et al. [16] , Binev, Dahmen and DeVore [15] , and Stevenson [34] . The adaptive finite element method is very popular in grating problems (cf. [9, 17, 12, 21, 25] ), largely because it greatly improves the convergence speed of numerical solution for problems with local singularities.
The aim of this paper is to develop an adaptive finite element method with truncated Dirichlet-to-Neumann (DtN) boundary condition for solving the 1D grating problem. In this approach, no extra artificial domain needs to be imposed to surround the computational domain, which is totally different from the perfectly matched absorbing layers technique. It also should be pointed out that the truncated boundary operators in numerical schemes are determined by taking sufficiently many terms of the corresponding infinite series expansions. Note that the truncated DtN mapping does not converge to the original DtN mapping in its operator norm. The a posteriori analysis of the adaptive PML method [9, 20, 21] cannot apply directly to our adaptive DtN case, since the fact was used that the DtN mapping of the truncated PML problem converges exponentially fast to the original DtN mapping. To overcome this difficulty, we develop a duality argument similar to that (or the so-called Schatz argument) for the a priori error estimates for indefinite problems [32, 6] , but without assuming more regularity of the dual problem than H 1 . Finally we obtain an a posteriori error estimate between the solution of the scattering problem and the finite element solution. The a posteriori error estimate, which consists of two parts, the finite element discretization error and the truncation error of boundary operators, is used to design the adaptive finite element algorithm to choose elements for refinements and to determine the truncation parameter N . We remark that the truncation error part decays exponentially with respect to N and as a consequence the choice of the truncation parameter N is insensitive to the given tolerance. The numerical experiments demonstrate a comparable behavior to [21] and show much more competitive efficiency by adaptively refining the mesh as compared with uniformly refining the mesh. Thus, the present work provides a viable alternative to the adaptive finite element method with PML for solving the same grating problem. The algorithm is also expected to be used to solve many other scattering problems and even more general partial differential equations where transparent boundary conditions are available but PML may not be implemented or cannot be applied.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we briefly introduce the weak formulation for the transverse electric (TE) case of the 1D grating problem with the transparent boundary condition. In section 3 we introduce the finite element discretization. A crucial a posteriori estimate is also stated. Section 4 is devoted to the finite element analysis, including proving some important lemmas and the derivation of an a posteriori error estimate, which lays down the basis of the adaptive algorithm. In section 5 we discuss the implementation of the adaptive algorithm and present several numerical examples to illustrate the performance of the proposed method. In section 6 we summarize our research work in this paper and forecast future research directions.
Problem formulation.
In this section, we introduce a mathematical model for the diffraction grating problem and its weak formulation by using the transparent boundary condition.
Model problem.
The electromagnetic fields in the whole space are governed by the following time-harmonic Maxwell equations:
where ω is the angular frequency, ε is the dielectric permittivity, μ is the magnetic permeability and is defined as a positive constant everywhere, i.e., the media is assumed to be nonmagnetic, and E and H denote the electric field and the magnetic field in R 3 , respectively. In this paper, our attention is restricted to the two-dimensional setting, i.e., we only consider a 1D grating problem. The more sophisticated biperiodic diffraction grating, which belongs to the three-dimensional problem, will be discussed in a separate work. It can be assumed that the medium parameters and the grating settings are invariant in the x 2 direction. In the meantime we assume that the dielectric coefficient is periodic in the x 1 direction with period L:
Here we assume that ε ∈ L ∞ (R 2 ) with Im ε ≥ 0 and Re ε > 0 whenever Im ε = 0. First, the problem geometry is defined as
for some positive constants b 2 and b 1 . Figure 1 shows the structure of the problem geometry, where s 1 and s 2 are two simple curves embedded in the region Ω 0 . The medium is described on the whole as inhomogeneous, so specifically, the medium in the region Ω 0 between s 1 and s 2 is inhomogeneous, yet the medium is homogeneous above the curve s 1 and below the curve s 2 . Based on the characteristics of the medium, it is assumed that there exist positive constants d 1 and d 2 such that
where ε 1 and ε 2 are constants. In practical applications, we have ε 1 > 0, but ε 2 may be complex, which depends on substrate material used in Ω The Maxwell equations (2.1) and (2.2) can be simplified by considering two fundamental polarizations: the TE polarization and the TM (transverse magnetic) polarization. Thus the vector Maxwell equations can be finally reduced to the scalar Helmholtz equation. In the TE case, E = (0, u, 0) ∈ R 3 and u = u(x 1 , x 3 ) satisfies the Helmholtz equation
where k 2 (x) = ω 2 ε(x)μ is the magnitude of the wave vector. In the TM case, H = (0, u, 0) ∈ R 3 and u = u(x 1 , x 3 ) satisfies the following equation:
The weak formulation. Denote by
be the incident plane wave, where α = k 1 sin θ, β = k 1 cos θ, and − π 2 < θ < π 2 is the incident angle. In the following, we will seek quasi-periodic solutions u of (2.3), where quasi-periodic means that u α = ue −iαx1 is periodic in the x 1 direction with period L.
As seen in Figure 2 , due to the quasi-periodicity, the problem may be reduced into the bounded domain 
For any quasi-periodic function f which has the expansion f = n∈Z f (n) α e i(αn+α)x1 , we introduce the DtN operator Γ (j) as defined in [6, 21] :
Note that β 0 1 = β by definition. It follows from the Rayleigh expansions that we have the following transparent boundary conditions [6, 7] :
where n denotes the unit outer normal on Γ j , j = 1, 2.
Introduce a subspace X(Ω) of H 1 (Ω), which includes all the quasi-periodic functions in H 1 (Ω):
Multiplying the complex conjugate of a test function ψ in X(Ω), integrating over Ω, and using Green formulas for (2.3) with the boundary conditions (2.7), we arrive at the weak formulation in the TE polarization: Giving an incident plane wave
where a sesquilinear form a T E :X(Ω) × X(Ω) → C as follows:
Existence and uniqueness of the solution to (2.8) is strictly proved in Dobson [23] , and the corresponding results of the TM case may be found in [7] . Throughout this paper, we assume that the variational problem (2.8) has a unique solution for any frequency ω. The general theory in Babuška and Aziz [4] implies that there exists a constant γ > 0 such that the following inf-sup condition holds:
3. The discrete approximation and the main result. First, we do a truncation approximation to the nonlocal boundary operator from the corresponding infinite series expansion; then the finite element formulation of (2.8) is presented by using the proposed approximation of boundary operators. Based on the introduced notation, we will finally give the main result on the a posteriori error estimate for the case of the TE polarization.
The discrete problem.
Let M h be a regular triangulation of the domain Ω. Every triangle T ∈ M h is considered as closed. To define a finite element space whose functions are quasic-periodic in the x 1 direction, we require that if (0, z) is a node on the left boundary, then (L, z) also is a node on the right boundary, and vice versa. Let V h ⊂ X(Ω) denote a conforming finite element space, that is,
where p is a positive integer and P p (K) is the set of polynomials of degrees ≤ p. The finite element approximation to problem (2.8) reads as follows:
In the above formulation, the DtN operators T (j) given by (2.5) are defined by an infinite series which is unrealistic in actual calculations; thus it is necessary to truncate the nonlocal operator by taking sufficiently many terms of the expansions so as to attain our feasible algorithm. Note from (2.6) that if k j is real, then the n's satisfying as follows:
Here N j is usually an integer greater than kj L 2π if k j is real. We are now ready to define the truncated finite element formulation which leads to the discrete schemes to
where the sesquilinear form a
For sufficiently large N j and sufficiently small h, the discrete inf-sup condition of (3.4) may be established by a general argument of Schatz [32] . Based on the important condition and the general theory in [4] , the existence and uniqueness of the solution of problem (3.3) may be obtained. In fact, one can also see Bao [6] for the well-posedness of the problem (3.3). In this paper, our research interest is focused on a posteriori error estimates and the associated adaptive algorithm. Thus we assume that the discrete problem (3.3) has a unique solution u
The main result. For any T ∈ M h , denote by h T its diameter. Let B j h
denote the set of all the sides that lie on Γ j , j = 1, 2, and let B h denote the set of all the sides except B j h in Ω. For any e ∈ B h or e ∈ B j h , h e stands for its length. For any interior side e ∈ B h which is the common side of T 1 and T 2 ∈ M h , we define the jump residual across e as (3.5)
where n j is the unit outward normal vector to the boundary of
If e = Γ lef t ∂T for some element T ∈ M h and e be a corresponding side on Γ right which also belongs to some element T , then we define the jump residual as
For any e ∈ B 1 h and e ∈ B 2 h , define the jump residual as follows:
For any T ∈ M h , denote by η T the local error estimator, which is defined by
where the residual operator L= + k 2 (x). We now state the main conclusion, which will be importantly the theoretical basis of numerical calculation listed in section 5. 
where the constant C is independent of h, N 1 , and N 2 (cf. (4.14)).
We remark that the first term on the right-hand side of the above estimate indicates the finite element discretization error, while the second term demonstrates the truncation error of the transparent boundary operators. Clearly the second term is exponentially decaying with respect to N j and the distances from Γ j , j = 1, 2, to the grating.
The a posteriori error analysis.
In this section we prove the a posteriori error estimate for the case of TE polarization in Theorem 3.1 by a duality argument similar to that (or the so-called Schatz argument) for the a priori error estimates for indefinite problems [32, 6] . Since the analysis on the TM polarization is similar, the corresponding results are directly stated without the relevant proof. In the end of this section, we will give the parallel results in the Im ε 2 > 0 case for the sake of general consideration.
Denote the error by ξ := u − u N h . Introduce the following dual problem to the original scattering problem: Find w ∈ X(Ω) such that
Some simple calculations yield that w is the weak solution of the problem
where j = 1, 2, k 2 is a conjugate complex number of k 2 (x), and the dual operators take the following form:
We remark that the existence of solutions for (4.1) can be obtained from the Fredholm theory and the related proof of [7] . Here we shall not elaborate on this issue, and we assume this problem has a unique (weak) solution. Then we have
Note that, unlike the duality argument for a priori error estimates, we do not assume the H 2 regularity of the dual problem.
Error representation formulae.
The following lemma gives some relations on the error ξ = u − u N h , which is the start point for the a posteriori error analysis.
Lemma 4.1. Let u, u N h , and w be the solutions to problems (2.8), (3.3) , and (4.1), respectively. Then
Proof. Equation (4.5) follows from the definition of a T E in (2.9) and (4.6) follows by taking v = ξ in (4.1). It remains to prove (4.7). From (2.8) and (3.3),
which implies (4.7). This completes the proof of the lemma. In order to prove Theorem 3.1, we need to estimate (4.7) and the last term in (4.6).
Estimation of (4.7).
We first state two simple lemmas. The following trace property, found in Chen and Wu [21] , will be useful.
Lemma 4.2. For any ψ ∈ X(Ω), we have
The following lemma is crucial in deriving the truncation error (cf. [6] ).
Lemma 4.3. Let u be the solution to (2.8) and u
Proof. Clearly, the Rayleigh expansions (see, e.g., [21, (2.4) and (2.5)]) hold for x 3 ≥ b 1 and x 3 ≤ b 2 , so we have 
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Next we estimate (4.7). Lemma 4.4. There exist integers N j1 independent of h and satisfying
where C 1 is a constant independent of h and N j . Proof. Denote by
Then from (4.7),
By using the definition of the sesquilinear form (3.4), J 1 can be rewritten as follows:
Integration by parts yields
Combining with (3.5)-(3.9) implies
Now we take ψ h = Π h ψ ∈ V h . Here Π h is the Scott-Zhang interpolation operator adopted in Chen and Wu [21] first introduced in Scott-Zhang [33] , which has the following interpolation estimates:
where T and e are the union of all the elements in M h having nonempty intersection with the element T and the side e, respectively. It follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the interpolation estimates that
which leads to 
Further, using (2.8) and (2.10), we can obtain
Therefore,
This proof follows from (4.8) and (4.9). 
Approximation property of the truncated
Γj (T (j) − T (j,Nj) )ξwdx 1 ≤ C 2 N −2 j ξ 2 H 1 (Ω) ,
where C 2 is a constant independent of h and N j (cf. (4.13)).
Proof. Since the parallel result for the case in which j = 2 can be derived similarly, we can only prove the inequality for the case in which j = 1. From the CauchySchwarz inequality and Lemma 4.2 we easily deduce that
Next, in order to estimate w 
Substituting the series expansion of w into the dual value problem, we can find the boundary value problem of the ordinary differential equation as follows:
where the absolute value of n + n α is required to be greater than N 1 .
According to the general theory of ordinary differential equations, the solution to (4.11) can be expressed as
which implies that
Therefore from the Young inequality, Note that
and that
We have
On the other hand, from Lemma 4.2, (4.4), and the fact that the function t 4 e −t is bounded on (0, +∞),
Then the proof of Lemma 4.5 follows by combining (4.10) and (4.12) and setting .2) and (2.6),
Therefore, from (4.5) and Lemma 4.4, we have
To estimate ξ L 2 (Ω) , we use (4.6), Lemma 4.4, (4.4), and Lemma 4.5 to obtain
By combining the above two estimates we have
Choose integer N j3 such that
Then the proof of Theorem 3.1 follows by taking (4.14)
TM polarization.
In this subsection, we present the parallel result for the grating problem (2.4) without providing detailed discussion.
The variational form in the TM polarization is as follows: Given incoming plane (4.15) where the sesquilinear form a T M :
The truncated finite element formulation for (4.16) is as follows: Find u
For any interior side e ∈ B h which is the common side of T 1 and T 2 ∈ M h , we define the jump residual across e as
where n j is the unit outward normal vector to the boundary of T j , j = 1, 2. If e = Γ lef t ∂T for some element T ∈ M h and e be a corresponding side on Γ right which also belongs to some element T , then we define the jump residual as
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For any T ∈ M h , denote by η T the local error estimator, which is defined as follows:
where the element residual Lu 
where the constant C is independent of h, N 1 , and N 2 .
Implementation and numerical examples.
In this section, we discuss the implementation of the adaptive finite element algorithm and present several numerical examples to demonstrate the competitive behavior of the proposed algorithm.
Adaptive algorithm.
Based on the a posteriori error estimate from Theorem 3.1 in the TE case and from Theorem 4.6 in the TM case, we use the PDE toolbox of MATLAB to implement the adaptive algorithm of the linear finite element formulation (p = 1). Theorem 3.1 shows us that the a posteriori error estimate consists of two parts: the finite element discretization error h and the truncation error Nj which depends on N j , where
h and Nj should be changed respectively in the TM case according to Theorem 4.6. In our implementation, we can choose b j , b j , and N j based on the restriction of N j and (5.2) such that the finite element discretization error is not contaminated by our truncation error, or more specifically, Nj is required to be very small compared with h , say, Nj ≤ 10 −8 . Once b j and N j are fixed, we will use the adaptive strategy with Dörfler marking [24] to modify the grid according to the a posteriori error estimate (5.1). A good choice of b j , b j , and N j in Nj can greatly reduce the calculation amount. However, it is not clear to us how to determine the most optimal N j , b j , and b j to improve the computational efficiency. For simplicity, in the following numerical experiments, b j is chosen such that the grating structure lies exactly between x 3 = b j , j = 1, 2, and b j is determined through the relation that |b j − b j | = min{L/2, λ/2}, where L is the period of the grating and λ is the wavelength of the incident wave, and then N j is taken to be the smallest positive integer satisfying Nj ≤ 10 −8 . Recall that in section 3, we define, for any T ∈ M h , the local a posteriori error estimator as follows:
T and let η h denote η M h . In our algorithm, a factor of 0.15 is set on the error estimator as in the PDE toolbox of MATLAB. Now we briefly describe the adaptive algorithm in Figure 3 .
Numerical examples.
The following two examples are chosen to demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm. We also note that our adaptive algorithm with truncated DtN boundary condition is almost comparable in robustness to the adaptive PML algorithm [21, 9] . We set κ = 0.5 in the adaptive algorithm of Figure  3 and normalize the space variables so that μ = 1.
Example 5.1. Consider the simplest grating structure, a straight line. Assume that a plane wave u I = e iαx1−iβx3 is incident on the straight line {x 3 = 0}, which separates two homogeneous media whose dielectric coefficients are ε 1 and ε 2 , respectively. The exact solution is known in [8] :
where β = (k Table 1 clearly shows the advantage of using adaptive mesh refinements. Moreover, it is shown that the a posteriori error estimate h provides a rather good estimate for the priori error Figure 4 displays the curves of log e h and log h versus log DoF h for our adaptive DtN method and the adaptive PML method, where DoF h denotes the number of nodal points of the mesh M h in domain Ω for our DtN method or in domain D composed of Ω and the PML layers for the PML method. Figure 5 shows the error of the zero-order reflection efficiencies as a function of DoF h , respectively, for our adaptive DtN method and the adaptive PML method [21, 9] , where the exact zero-order reflection efficiency is 0.9836391. It indicates that for the proposed two methods, the meshes and the associated numerical complexity are quasi-optimal:
) is valid asymptotically, while the convergence rate of the zero-order reflection efficiencies is about O(DoF accuracy of the adaptive PML solution is determined by DoF Ω h , the degrees of freedom in the computational domain Ω. Figure 6(a) shows the curves of the priori error e h versus the number of nodal points for our adaptive DtN method and the adaptive PML method. Figure 6(b) shows the CPU time as a function of the number of nodal points for our adaptive DtN method and the adaptive PML method. From Figure 6 , we observe that the error e h for the two methods is almost the same when DoF h of our DtN method is equal to DoF Ω h of the PML method, while the CPU time of the DtN method is a little shorter. The CPU time for the two methods is almost the same when the number of all nodal points DoF h of both methods are equal, while accuracy of the DtN method is a little better. This inferiority of the adaptive PML method for Example 1 is due to a relatively large portion of degrees of Freedom being placed in the PML layers to approximate the solution there (see Figure 7) . We remark that for higher-frequency problems, the ratio of degrees of freedom in the PML layers to those in the computational domain would be smaller (cf. [20] ), while the number the truncation terms in our adaptive DtN method would be larger, and as a consequence the performances of the two methods should be similar. We would like to point out that most grating problems are essentially low-frequency problems (meaning that k × diam(Ω) = O (1) ).
This example clearly shows that our adaptive DtN method is effective and feasible, like the adaptive PML method.
Example 5.2. This example is a practical problem from [9] and is concerned with a cylindrical, metallic rod grating in TM polarization. The groove spacing is 1 μm, the radius of the rods is 0. Figures 9 and 10 . It is easily seen that although there is a considerable difference in the meshes, the surface plots of the amplitude of the numerical solutions are pretty much the same for the two methods. It is also observed that both the adaptive DtN method and the adaptive PML method generate locally refined meshes in Ω, which shows the ability of the two algorithms to capture the singularities of the problem. Figure 11 shows the curve of log h versus logDoF h . It implies that decay of the a posteriori error estimates is O(DoF
−1/2 h
) for the two algorithms.
Finally we conclude that our method is comparable to the adaptive PML method in the performance of approximation errors.
Conclusion.
Based on the a posteriori error estimate, we presented an adaptive finite element method with DtN boundary condition for the diffraction grating problem. Numerical experiments included in this paper clearly demonstrate the competitive behavior of our proposed algorithm. Our point of view is that the adaptive DtN finite element method enriches the range of choices available for the numerical computation of wave propagation problems. The present work provides a viable alternative to the adaptive finite element method with PML for solving the same grating problem. We further hope the algorithm can be used to solve other scientific problems defined on an unbounded physical domain, especially when the PML techniques might not be applicable in those cases. Future work will be devoted to the extension of our analysis to the adaptive DtN finite element approximation of the two-dimensional diffraction grating problem governed by the Maxwell equations.
